Interim Handlist

Collection reference  MS BOX 53.8
Collection title  Papers relating to James Fraser of Brea (1639-1698)
  1676, 1682, 1904
Shelfmark(s)  MS BOX 53.8
About this handlist  Scan of an older typescript list
  Topics include: sermons
  People include: Alexander Warrack; Alexander Whyte; and
  James Kennedy
FASER (Jarek) of Brea

Notes of sermons, 4°. [55p. Incomplete.
7 sermons of 1676, and 1 of 1662.
Presented by Alexander Armack, M.A., minister at Iswalt, 1604, with two letters from him to Alexander Hyde, and one from Hyde to Jarek Kennedy, New College Librarian, loosely inserted.]